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Abstract

We conduct a laboratory experiment to study the role of gender on social welfare

outcomes in a strategic commitment game of incomplete information. In our baseline

treatment, players simultaneously commit to either a Hawkish action, which leads to

a private payoff, or a Dovish action, which can enhance social welfare. We add a

sequential and an endogenous move treatment, where in the former, the first mover

is exogenously selected and in the latter, players self-select the order of play. The

two additional treatments relax the commitment constraint for the second mover. We

find that (i) social welfare is significantly improved in the last two treatments and (ii)

the outcome in the endogenous move treatment is mainly driven by gender. Men are

willing to play the risky Dovish action more often than women.
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1 Introduction

Recent evidence suggests that women are willing to volunteer more often than men when
their incentives align with the social welfare (Babcock et al., 2017). However, in some
cases, socially optimal behavior could be undermined due to lack of commitment. This
occurs when a socially optimal choice is perceived as risky by players who are increasingly
uncertain in counterparty behavior.1 Therefore, how a risk profile of the same strategy
set is evaluated by gender can become extremely salient in determining social welfare
outcomes in games of incomplete information.

The fear of choosing the socially optimal action due to uncertainty about counterparty
type is an interesting feature of a two-player game first introduced by Baliga and Sjöström
(2004, hereafter BS04). BS04 present a simultaneous-move game where players are uncer-
tain about the counterparty’s payoff for playing an aggressive action, hawk (H). In their
environment, the payoff to each player for choosing H depends on player type. Hence,
some players have more incentive to play H compared to others. Furthermore, the incen-
tive to choose dove (D), the socially optimal action, is positively correlated with the belief
that the counterparty will reciprocate.2 The incentive structure in our paper is different
than in Babcock et al. (2017), who focus on a volunteer game with strategic substitutes
and find that women switch from H to D more often compared to men.3

Building upon the framework of BS04, we incorporate an additional layer of uncer-
tainty by varying how the order of play under action commitment is determined. We
design this experiment to study whether gender differences are important for achieving a
social optimum in the presence of uncertainty. In our baseline treatment, CGO, we repli-
cate the simultaneous move environment of BS04. Our two new treatments, which we
formally analyze below, propose (i) an exogenously determined, sequential-move game,
CGS, which controls for the strategic uncertainty associated with non-simultaneous order
of play, and (ii) an endogenously determined (self-selected) order of play, CGE, which
can result in two distinct games. The CGE treatment can lead to a simultaneous-move
game when both players choose the same order of play, or a sequential-move game when

1Thomas Schelling’s ideas on the role of commitment on social welfare outcomes have motivated a num-
ber of studies in non-cooperative game theory as well as in experimental economics. Hamilton and Slutsky
(1990), Maliath (1993), and Normann (2002) in duopoly games; Andreoni (1998) in public goods; Dasgupta
(2007) and Farrell and Saloner (1985) in coordination games; and Baik and Shogren (1992) in contest games.
Experimental work related to games of complete information (based on Hamilton and Slutsky, 1990), ex-
amined the emergence of Stackelberg leadership in duopoly games (strategic substitutes) where players set
quantities. Evidence (Huck et al. 2001, 2002) suggests that Cournot and other collusive outcomes appear
more often than theory predicts.

2This feature is known as strategic complementarity. BS04 also study strategic substitutes, which we
omit in the present paper.

3The model in BS04 can also be analyzed using a population game. For example, consider the voluntary
contributions game with subjective idiosyncratic costs of contributing in a population analyzed in Rabanal
(2017) who adopts gradient and replicator dynamics, respectively.
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players have varying preferences for order of play. Uncertainty about the environment can
make the choice to play D risky relative to the CGS environment, where a player knows
with certainty that the game will be sequential in nature. However, in both the CGS and
CGE treatment, the commitment to a strategy selected in the first stage of the game is
non-binding for the second mover (i.e. when the game is sequential in either treatment).
This allows for a strategic response, which should imitate the action of the first player.
Specifically, for a wide family of player types, the first mover can set the stage by playing
D and incentivize the second player to reciprocate. Selection of D by both players leads to
the socially optimal outcome.

To help subjects choose when to play H or D, we implement a cutoff strategy using a
slider which asks for a minimum required payoff to play H.4 The private payoff realization
(which we draw based on a uniform distribution) defines the commitment strategy for the
first mover in the CGS and CGE treatments, and for all players in a simultaneous-move
game in the CGO and CGE treatments. Note that players in the CGS treatment do not
know if they are first or second movers when they decide a cutoff strategy. However, they
are aware that the decision is not binding if they are second movers which occurs with 50
percent probability. Thus, the uncertainty of being first or second mover does not affect
the cutoff decision which is only relevant for the first mover.

Experimental results show that in the CGS treatment both men and women increase
their cutoff relative to the CGO treatment in the direction predicted by theory, but not to
the extent assumed by risk neutrality. Playing D can be risky given the possible payoff
loss of 95 percent should the second mover be revealed a hawk-dominant type (10 percent
chance). Instead, by playing H, the first mover is guaranteed a minimum payoff (deter-
mined by the cutoff strategy), and can earn more if the second mover is a dove-dominant
type (5 percent chance). Overall, the frequency of DD (the social optimum) in the CGS

treatment is 20 percentage points higher relative to the CGO treatment.
Important gender differences emerge in the presence of environmental uncertainty in

the CGE treatment. Women appear to follow the cutoff strategy that is similar to the
one observed in the CGO treatment, and evenly distribute their preferred order of play
across both periods. Men, on the other hand, select a cutoff strategy that is similar to
the one observed in the CGS treatment and strongly prefer to move second. In the CGE

treatment, half of all encounters between subjects result in a sequential game, one third
in a simultaneous game played in the second period and the rest, in a simultaneous game
played in the first period. Remarkably, the frequency of DD play is similar across the CGE

4A similar cutoff elicitation task, but without a slider, also appears in Duffy and Ochs (2012). They find
that the elicited cutoff is consistent with the actual binary choices in their entry game. Additionally, Van
Huyck et al. (2018) survey the participants about how they play the game. Seventy two percent report using
a threshold. Similar to the behavior observed in our experiment, Duffy and Ochs (2012) also find that there
is a significant variation in cutoff strategies across subjects.
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and CGS treatments.
Furthermore, our results suggest that strategic uncertainty may undermine cooperation

by women in establishing a Pareto superior outcome (e.g. see Babcock et al., 2017). Lack
of cooperation has been observed in situations where women appear to be more averse
to the “sucker" effect, which occurs when individuals free-ride because they believe that
others will as well (see Ingram and Berger, 1977; and Van den Assem et al., 2012). A
recent lab-in-the-field experiment in rural India by Gangadharan et al. (2018) finds that
women as leaders contribute less than what they proposed in a public good game, which
may suggest that women fear being the “sucker."

In a survey paper on gender risk attitude, Niederle (2016) finds that while differences in
preferences exist, they vary considerably depending on the elicitation method. Our results
also appear to support this notion. In the CGO and CGS treatments, women approach risk
in a similar fashion to men. That is, we do not observe any differences in behavior across
gender. However, when the order of play is endogenously determined, a gender difference
appears. Our experimental design does not reveal to the subjects that we aim to measure
gender differences. All sessions are roughly gender balanced in composition.5

Our paper is related to previous experiments that study cutoff strategies in games of
incomplete information with strategic complements.6 Brindisi et al. (2014) find that in an
investment game with correlated player types (a joint investment opportunity), endogenous
timing improves social welfare. Specifically, the results suggest that coordination is higher
under endogenous timing, though it is still lower than predicted. In the simultaneous-move
game, subjects use a cutoff strategy that deviates from theory, and approaches payoff dom-
inance which is similar to what we observe in the CGO treatment. Other games of incom-
plete information (Van Huyck et al., 2018) and complete information (Heinemann et al.,
2004 and Duffy and Ochs, 2012) also report similar findings. However, for some simul-
taneous move games of incomplete information, risk dominance becomes an important
factor in strategy selection (Cabrales et al., 2007).

According to the experimental results of Heggedal et al. (2018), risk aversion can
deter a first mover from committing to an irreversible action. Their study tests the main
predictions of Farrell and Saloner (1985), which is closely related to the environment of
BS04. In stage one, players simultaneously decide whether to: (i) remain at status quo
(known payoffs) or (ii) choose an alternative (risky payoff) that is irreversible. In stage
two, only those players who have not yet committed choose between the two alternatives.
If no player committed in stage one, second stage decisions become simultaneous. The
results show that, when the risk of failure is low, players are willing to commit and that

5We attempted to recruit balanced sessions. Our final data set includes marginally more (less) women in
the CGO and CGS (CGE). Please see Table 2 for more details.

6For a theoretical description of pre-commitment in games of complete information with strategic com-
plements and/or substitutes, please refer to Eaton (2004).
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they follow the equilibrium cutoff strategy. When the risk of failure is high (i.e. a large
payoff loss if the other does not follow up) players are less willing to commit and the
behavior deviates from the theoretical prediction. These findings are similar to what we
observe in the CGS treatment and partly in the CGE treatment. In addition, our results also
suggest that men are more willing than women to accept the risk of failure (or success).7

Our paper is also related to other gender literature which studies coordination games
under strategic complements. Similar to our CGO and CGS results, these studies do not
find significant gender differences. Dufwenberg and Gneezy (2005) compare the perfor-
mance of men and women in a repeated, minimum-effort coordination game where the
gender composition of teams was not announced (single gender) but participants could
observe other players. The study found no significant difference in chosen effort. Di Giro-
lamo and Drouvelis (2015) analyze the performance of single-gender and mixed-gender
groups in the same game as Dufwenberg and Gneezy (2005). In the single-gender treat-
ment, subjects know the gender of their team members; in the mixed-gender treatment,
subjects are unable to discern the gender mix of their team. Di Girolamo and Drouvelis
also found no significant differences in chosen effort. Similarly, in a coordination game
with strategic complements, Heinemann et al. (2009) find no observable gender differ-
ence.8

2 The conflict game

We model our environment after the simultaneous move two-player conflict game of BS04.
In this game of incomplete information, player i can pursue either a hawkish (aggressive)
action (H), or a dovish (peaceful) action (D). The action space for a player can be specified
as s ∈ {H,D}, and leads to the following payoff matrix(

xi µ + xi

k−d k

)
. (1)

7There is mixed evidence regarding gender differences in other contest games or tasks. For example, in
winner-pay common value (Casari et al., 2007; Ham and Kagel, 2006), first-price auction (Chen et al., 2013)
and all-pay auction (Chen et al., 2015) there is robust evidence that women bid more aggressively than men.
In real effort tasks, losses deter women but not men from competition (Gill and Prowse, 2004). When the
stakes of the test are low, female students perform better than male students, but the gap across students
decreases as the stakes increase (Azmat, et al., 2016). Jetter and Walker (2018), using data from Jeopardy!,
find that women compete more aggressively and take on more risk when paired against men.

8In a different environment, studying the effect of gender on leader/group choices, Grossman et al. (2015)
find that women leaders are more willing to take risks in an investment game (strategic substitutes) when
playing in single-gender groups or in mixed gender-groups and their gender was not revealed to their re-
sponders. The responders, on the other hand, behave similarly regardless of the leader’s gender.
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where k = 100, µ = 10 and d = 95. When both players play H, each player receives
xi, which is an idiosyncratic private payoff that is independently drawn from a uniform
distribution F ∈ [0,k]. Therefore, the idiosyncratic xi can be thought of as hawk type,
where some players are revealed to be more hawkish and thus reap more benefit from
action H, and some are revealed to be less hawkish and see a lower return to playing H.
If both players choose the peaceful action D, then the payoff to each player is a constant
k. If player i plays D, while player j 6= i plays H, then the payoff to player i is k−d > 0,
where d can be considered a cost of a peaceful action when the opponent is aggressive.
On the other hand, if player i plays H and player j 6= i plays D, then the payoff to player
i is µ + xi, where µ(< d)> 0 can be viewed as a marginal benefit of an aggressive action
when the opponent is peaceful.

The Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE) can be characterized as a cutoff strategy, fol-
lowing BS04, such that a player with a payout lower than xi ≤ x̂CGO will play D, and H

otherwise. When a player is indifferent between H and D, we can find the cutoff as the
unique fixed point where

x̂CGO := k−d +(d−µ)F(x̂CGO). (2)

Given that F(·) follows a uniform distribution in the space [0,k], the cutoff point can be
rewritten as

x̂CGO :=
k · (k−d)
k−d +µ

= 33. (3)

A possible mechanism for improving welfare in a CGO game is for players to move se-
quentially. We study an exogenous sequential move game (CGS) and an endogenous move
game (CGE). In the former, the order of play is randomly determined while in the latter
players self-select the order of play. Social welfare under a CGS game is significantly
higher relative to the CGO game. In a CGE game, social welfare may be similar to either
the CGO or a CGS environment. That is, the CGE game can lead to multiple outcomes,
which we discuss in greater detail below. We begin by describing the optimal strategy in a
CGS game, where a player is randomly selected to move first.

The cutoff strategy for the first mover in a CGS game shifts to the right of the optimal
strategy in a CGO game, such that x̂CGO ≤ x̂CGS . That is, in order to play H, a player in a
CGS environment has to be more hawkish, or requires a higher payoff to H. The intuition
for the rightward shift in the cutoff strategy is fairly straightforward. Consider a first-
mover at the original cutoff x̂CGO . If the first-mover selects D, then she will obtain greater
expected profits because the probability that the second mover will play D as well is higher
due to strategic complementarity. In other words, the probability that the other player plays
D increases from Pr(x≤ x̂CGO)≡ F(x̂CGO) in the CGO game to Pr(µ +x j ≤ k)≡ F(k−µ)
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in the CGS game. The unique Perfect Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (PBNE) where the first
mover uses the cutoff strategy can then be defined as

σi(xi) = D if xi ≤ x̂CGS := k−µ = 90. (4)

Proof: See Appendix A �

In the CGE game, where the players self-select the order of play, the timing of the
game proceeds as follows:

Stage 0: Each player i selects a cutoff strategy, indicating a set of values where σi(xi) =

H, and then observes own type xi, but not the other player’s type x j where j 6= i.
Stage 1: Both players simultaneously select the period in which to play the game

t = 1,2.
Stage 2: The conflict game is played by the move structure determined in Stage 1. The

commitment to the cutoff strategy is not binding for the player i if and only if ti = 2 and
t j = 1.

The predictions for the CGE game follow the CGO and CGS solutions. Note that if
both players select the same time period (e.g. t = 1), then the environment resembles a
simultaneous move game and the equilibrium follows the cutoff strategy specified in BS04.
Therefore, in one possible equilibrium, x̂CGE = x̂CGO = 33 and no player has incentive to
deviate. Alternatively, players can coordinate and follow the strategy described in the CGS
game, which leads to a different equilibrium where type x≤ x̂CGS ≡ 90 will select t = 1 and
commit to D, while type x > x̂CGS will wait to play at t = 2. Again, under this equilibrium
players do not have any incentive to deviate.
Proof: See Appendix A �

Prediction 1 In the simultaneous conflict game (CGO) subjects play at or above the cutoff

strategy x̂CGO = 33.

We reconcile the theoretical solution in the CGO game with experimental evidence for
our first prediction. In the laboratory, subjects play D more often than predicted by the
Nash Equilibrium (NE). For example, Evdokimov and Garfagnini (2018) find that in the
simultaneous move game, subjects play D at a rate of 64 percent compared to 50 percent
predicted by theory.9

Prediction 2 The cutoff strategy in the sequential CGS game is higher compared to the

cutoff strategy in the simultaneous move CGO game.

9The main purpose of their study is to test the predictions of Baliga and Sjöström (2012) where a third
party can manipulate the two-player conflict game. They find that third party communication is not strategic.
Our experiment does not include a third party.
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Note that the equilibrium predictions x̂CGS = 90 and x̂CGO = 33 are far apart. This al-
lows us to observe meaningful differences even when players chose cutoff values greater
than the NE described in Prediction 1. The gain in expected payoff is equal to d ×
(F(x̂CGS)−F(x̂CGO)) = 95× (90−33)/100 = 50 points or 137 percent.

Prediction 3 A. In CGE, a player will behave as in the CGO. B. In CGE, a player will

behave as CGS.

The CGE environment can lead to multiple equilibria. At this point, we are uncertain
about the type of equilibrium that would prevail in our experiment. Two conflicting Pre-
dictions, 3A and 3B, reflect our priors.

Prediction 4 The probability of observing a DD outcome in either the CGS or the CGE

game is greater than or equal to the probability of observing the same outcome in the CGO

game.

The coordination required to achieve the DD outcome should be easier to achieve in
a sequential game. Therefore, the frequency of DD should be higher in the CGS game
compared to the CGO game. The CGE game can lead to two outcomes, which depend on
the selected order of play. If players choose the same order of play, then the CGE game
should lead to the same outcome as predicted by the CGO game, where x̂CGO = 33 because
the environment will resemble that of simultaneous play. However, if players select dis-
tinct time periods, such that ti 6= t j, then the game is sequential and the prediction becomes
similar to one in the CGS environment. Henceforth, we expect that the frequency of DD

under x̂CGE ≥ x̂CGO.

Prediction 5 There is no gender difference in strategy choices across the three games.

Even though Babcock et al. (2017) find that women are more accommodating, by
choosing to play D more often than men, risk aversion can deter subjects (both men
and women) from commitment required to improve social welfare (see Heggedal et al.,
2018). We do not take any strong position regarding risk attitudes across gender following
Niederle (2016).

3 Laboratory procedures

The experiment was conducted at the Rosario Experimental and Behavioral Economics
Lab (REBEL) of the Universidad del Rosario, Colombia. Participants were undergraduate
students from all fields and were recruited online via ORSEE (Greiner, 2015). Subjects
were part of one of the three treatments (between design) —CGO, CGS and CGE— with
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a session consisting of five practice periods and 11 paid periods.10 We conducted nine ses-
sions, with two silos per session. In each session there were two roughly gender-balanced
silos of 12 subjects, each playing one of the three games. The participants were not in-
formed that the study also focuses on analyzing possible gender differences.

Figure 1: User-Interface cutoff decision

In each silo, the game started with five solo practice rounds. The counterparty is a robot
that plays the NE prediction. The subject’s task is to pick the minimum number of x in
the interval [0,101] for which she will play H (labelled A in the experiment). That is, we
directly ask the subject to select a cutoff strategy without having knowledge of her value
of x as well as the counterparty’s value. The user-interface designed in oTree (Chen, et al.,
2016) is depicted in Figure 1. Specifically, in order to select a cutoff value, the participant
uses the mouse to move the slider. Then, to confirm her choice, the participant clicks on
the button “Next." Thus, a subject who wants to always play D (H) moves the slider to
the extreme right (left). The user-interface also presents the updated payoff matrix with
the cutoff selection. In the payoff matrix, the unknown value of x for the counterparty is
depicted as NN.

Following the five practice rounds, subjects played the 11 paid rounds. Each partici-
pant meets another participant once and only once (perfect stranger matching).11 Subjects
in all treatments make the cutoff choice simultaneously. Subjects do no not know their
counterparty’s gender. The next steps after choosing the cutoff value vary according to
treatment. We summarize the different steps in Table 1.

10For the documentation in Spanish, language used in the sessions in Colombia, please contact the corre-
sponding author.

11Alternatively, one can employ a mean matching protocol as in Hawk-Dove population games (Oprea, et
al., 2011 and Benndorf, et al. 2016) for the simultaneous move game. A mean matching in the endogenous
timing game brings technical difficulties in its implementation.
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Step CGO CGS CGE
I Cutoff Cutoff Cutoff

II
xi is revealed;
H if cuto f f ≤
xi

xi is revealed; H
if cuto f f ≤ xi for
1st mover (randomly
chosen)

xi is revealed; choose
t = {1,2} with action
commitment defined
according to cuto f f

III - 2nd mover picks s

2nd mover (t = 2) picks
s if other chose t = 1.
Otherwise, the game is
a oneshot.

Table 1: Timeline for each treatment

In the CGO game, the value of xi is revealed to player i. The subject plays H if her
cutoff choice is smaller than or equal to xi. She plays D otherwise. Given the actions H or
D for both players, payoffs are computed according to the payoff matrix in equation (1).

In the CGS game, a first mover is selected randomly after all subjects completed the
cutoff choice. This procedure helps us to collect cutoff information for all subjects inde-
pendently if they are first or second movers, and allows us to have a fairly balance number
of silos across treatments. Here, it is also important to emphasize that all subjects know
that their cutoff decisions are binding (relaxed) if they are first (second) movers. The sec-
ond mover picks an action s ∈ {H,D} conditional on the first mover’s action. That is, the
second mover does not face the same payoff matrix presented to the subjects in the CGO

game. Instead, the payoff matrix in the CGS game only reflects the action selected by the
first mover.

In the CGE game, subjects commit to the action mapped from the cutoff choice. They
then decide when to play the game. If both players select the same period of play, then
the game becomes a one shot game. If one player picks the first period while the other
player picks the second period, then we are in the CGS game, where the cutoff choice for
the second mover is relaxed. The second mover makes a decision knowing what the first
mover played.

At the end of each round, for all treatments, we provide feedback regarding player
choices as well as individual payoff information. After the 11 rounds were completed, the
total points were converted to COL at the exchange rate of COL 20 per point. Earnings,
including a show-up fee of COL 10,000 ($ 3.3), were paid in cash. On average, players
earned 792.8 points ($ 5.2) for a session that lasted under 45 minutes. Table 2 presents the
average profit as well as other relevant information per treatment.
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Table 2: Sessions overview

Treatment Groups Subjects per group % of women Profit (mean, points)
CGO 6 12 51 701.6
CGS 6 12 51 856.3
CGE 6 12 47 820.7
Total 18 216 50 (mean) 792.8 (mean)

CGO CGS CGE

0.
0

0.
2

0.
4

0.
6

0.
8

HH
HD
DD

men cutoff

women cutoff 

Figure 2: Cutoff strategy and cell relative frequencies across treatments (pooled data)

4 Results

We begin by presenting in Figure 2 pooled data across all three treatments.12 In the CGO

treatment the mean cutoff is around 50 percent, which is consistent with previous experi-
mental work (e.g. see Evdokimov and Garfagnini, 2018). We count the frequency of each
outcome (HH, HD(= DH) and DD) and determine that for the baseline CGO game (i)
the DD outcome is around 30 percent, and (ii) the off-diagonal cells appear most often, at
around 50 percent. The outcomes for both the CGS and CGE treatments are quite differ-
ent from the CGO outcomes. Subjects in the CGS game increase the mean cutoff value
to around 60 percent, and men appear to increase the cutoff more relative to women. The
sequential order of play helps achieve greater coordination with respect to the DD and HH

outcomes, which occur around 50 percent and 40 percent of the time, respectively.

12The data collected from the experimental sessions, as well as the data analysis included in this paper,
can be found at https://github.com/rabsjp/hdseq.
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Figure 3: Strategy and order of play by gender (CGE)

Table 3: Frequency (%) by action and encounter type (CGE)

One-shot 1st period One-shot 2nd period Sequential
HH 2.27 5.56 17.93
HD 5.81 15.91 5.05
DD 5.30 12.88 29.29
Total 13.38 34.35 52.27

The CGE game presents a similar level of coordination with respect to the DD out-
come as the CGS game. The mean cutoff by gender, however, is quite different. The cutoff
strategy chosen by women in the CGE game is similar to their strategy in the CGO game.
The men, on the other hand, increase their cutoff strategy, relative to the CGS game. Next,
we analyze gender differences in the CGE game according to strategy and order of play.
The first two columns of Figure 3 present the time period t ∈ {1,2} preference by gender.
We can clearly see that men prefer to move second while women’s choices are evenly dis-
tributed across both periods. Furthermore, men appear to play D more often than women
across both periods, which is consistent with the different cutoff strategies illustrated in
Figure 2.

Table 3 details the frequency of the outcomes, HH, HD(≡ DH) and DD, tabulated
according to the types of encounters possible in the CGE environment. That is, we sum-
marize the frequency for each cell in a one-shot game played in the first period, one-shot
game played in the second period, and a sequential order of play when subjects have dif-
ferent time preferences. About 52 percent of encounters occur sequentially. Of those, 56
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percent lead to the DD outcome. Most of the simultaneous encounters happen in the sec-
ond period, and 41 percent of them lead to DD outcome.

0.
0

0.
2

0.
4

0.
6

0.
8

1.
0

cutoff

C
D

F

  0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90 100

xCGS

xCGOCGO

CGS

CGE

Figure 4: CDF of cutoff strategies (subject data)
Note: xCGO (xCGS) is the predicted cutoff in the CGO (CGS) game.

Result 1 The median cutoff strategy in the CGO game is 50 percent.

We first take a conservative approach to testing our predictions. We compute the me-
dian cutoff chosen by each subject in rounds 6 through 11. Figure 4 presents CDF by
treatment. In the CGO game, we can see that the median value is 50 percent, and that the
distribution is fairly uniform, with some qualifications. About 20 percent of subjects pick
the highest cutoff, which indicates that they strongly prefer to play D. Furthermore, we
observe no significant mass centered around 33 percent, which is the NE prediction. In
fact, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test strongly rejects the hypothesis that cutoff strategy
in the CGO game is equal to or below the NE prediction (the p-value is 2.2e-16).

To control for group effects we also perform panel regressions (OLS), presented in Ta-
ble 4, which confirm the results from our non-parametric analysis using all eleven periods.
We evaluate three alternative dependent variables– cutoff choice, profit and play of D–
on different regressors, including: variable CGS which takes on the value of one for the
CGS treatment and zero otherwise; the trend variable Period which controls for learning
throughout the session; the interaction between the trend and the treatment Period×CGS;
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the gender variable Men which takes on the value of one when the subject is a man and
zero otherwise; and the interaction effect between gender and treatment Men×CGS. The
mean cutoff choice in the CGO treatment (specification I) is about 50 which is above the
NE prediction of 33. Players get an average profit of 62 points (specification II).13 Players
in the CGO treatment decrease their cutoff choice in later periods as suggested by the neg-
ative sign of the trend, which weakly increases profit (the sign of the trend is positive in
specification II, though not statistically significant). The extremely low R2 in the regres-
sions is due to the high heterogeneity observed in the cutoff choices (and therefore profit)
common in these games (e.g. see Duffy and Ochs, 2012).

Result 2 In the CGS game, players increase the median cutoff to 66 percent.

The CDF for the CGS game first-order stochastically dominates the CDF for CGO

game (the p-value of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for which the null states that x̂CGO ≥ x̂CGS

is 0.006). The mass in the CGS game approaches the predicted NE of 90 percent, thought it
still falls short. The median cutoff strategy is 66 percent. Similar to the CGO environment,
some players in the CGS game also select either extremely high or extremely low cutoff
values. Overall, the majority of players in the CGS game select a higher threshold relative
to the CGO game, thus improving social welfare.14

Table 4 compares the choices (specification I) and profit (specification II) in CGO and
CGS treatments using panel regressions (OLS). The mean cutoff choice in the CGO treat-
ment is lower than in the CGS treatment by about 9 points. The average profit for players
in the CGS treatment is higher by about 15 points. The interaction between the trend vari-
able and CGS shows that players in the CGS treatment increase their cutoff strategy as
the game progresses, contrary to the behavior observed in the CGO treatment. Thus, our
results suggest that strategies are influenced by the environment, even though on average
we observe similar frequencies of D play (specification V, Table 4). The lack of statistical
significance for the treatment variable in specification V can be explained by the small
number of observations we have to account for meaningful difference of play given that
cutoff choices vary by approximately 10 percent across treatments, and the choices are
quite dispersed across subjects.

Result 3 In the CGE game the median cutoff strategy is 70 percent.

While roughly 25 percent of players select a low cutoff strategy similar to the one in
the CGO game, the majority of players select a cutoff value such that x̂CGE > x̂CGO . There is
also a sizable mass (35 percent) of players who select a cutoff strategy with values above

13The variable Period is analyzed at the mean of six, when it is statistically significant.
14If we include all periods in KS test, we obtain a p-value of 0.19. Therefore, we fail to reject that CGO

and CGS distributions are equal. The significance (at five percent) of the results appears from periods 3 to
11. Our sample includes periods 6 to 11 to account for learning.
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Table 4: Panel Regressions (OLS)

CGO vs CGS CGE vs CGS CGO vs CGS CGE vs CGS
(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI)

cutoff profit cutoff profit play D play D
Intercept 56.04

∗∗∗
61.86

∗∗∗
47.88

∗∗∗
66.43

∗∗∗
0.57

∗∗∗
0.52

∗∗∗

(5.09) (4.76) (3.21) (4.45) (0.04) (0.05)
Period −0.54

∗∗
0.26 1.02

∗∗
1.11

∗∗∗
– –

(0.17) (0.47) (0.33) (0.24)
CGS −1.24 14.95

∗∗
2.74 9.34 −0.05 0.00

(5.60) (5.95) (3.50) (5.96) (0.06) (0.06)
Period × CGS 1.50

∗∗ −0.15 −0.07 −1.00
∗

– –
(0.53) (0.69) (0.53) (0.55)

Men 3.67 0.69 12.27
∗∗∗

2.85
∗ −0.02 0.18

∗∗∗

(3.57) (1.61) (4.42) (1.75) (0.04) (0.05)
Men × CGS – – – – 0.08 −0.12

∗

(0.08) (0.06)
N 1,584 1,584 1,584 1,584 1,584 1,584
R2 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.02
The dependent variable in (I) and (III) is the cutoff choice. In specifications (II) and (IV) the dependent variable is the
profit earned. Standard errors are in parenthesis, clustered at the group level and are computed via bootstrapping. Random
effects are included at the subject level.
∗∗∗

p≤ .01,
∗∗

p≤ .05,
∗

p≤ .1

the predicted NE of 90 in the CGS game. The overall distribution of cutoff strategies in
the CGE game is quite similar to the one in the CGS game. We fail to reject the hypothesis
that the two cutoff strategies come from the same distribution (KS test p-value of 0.77).

The regressions (see Table 4) confirm that cutoff strategy (specification III) and play
of D (specification VI) are similar across the CGE and CGS treatment. In terms of profit
(specification IV), players in the CGS perform slightly worse (about 6 point difference).

Result 4 The DD outcome appears more often in CGS and CGE environments.

We compute the frequency with which DD appears in each of the groups (of twelve
people). Table 5 presents the sorted data and the mean per treatment. DD occurs less often
in the CGO environment across all six independent groups. CGS and CGE do not exhibit
low DD frequency (< 30 percent), which appear in two-thirds of the CGO groups. More
formally, non-parametric tests reject the hypothesis that the frequency of DD in the CGO

environment is greater than or equal to either the frequency of DD in CGS (KS p-value of
0.069 and Wilcoxon p-value of 0.018) or CGE (KS p-value of 0.069 and Wilcoxon p-value
of 0.015) environment. Additionally, we fail to reject the hypothesis that CGS and CGE

come from the same distribution (p-value of a Wilcoxon two-sided test is 1.0).15

15We omit panel regressions when analyzing the joint frequency given that the non-parametric tests are at
the group level which strictly satisfies the independence assumption across observations. Using all periods
does not change the conclusions of our tests. When comparing CGO vs CGS, the KS test p-value is 0.016 and
Wilcoxon test p-value is 0.020. When comparing CGO vs CGE, the KS test p-value is 0.069 and Wilcoxon
test p-value is 0.063.
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Table 5: Frequency (percentage) of cell DD played in groups

Treatment Group 1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Mean
CGO 19.44 19.44 27.78 27.78 36.11 52.78 30.56
CGS 30.56 47.22 50.00 52.78 55.56 61.11 49.53
GGE 33.44 38.49 44.44 58.55 63.89 69.44 51.39

Result 5 Gender differences appear only in the CGE game. Men significantly increase

their cutoff value, improving the frequency with which D is selected, while women revert

to a strategy similar to the one in the CGO game.

We next analyze the cutoff strategy across gender. Figure 5 presents the CDF of the
cutoff strategy by gender in the CGO game (left panel) and the CGS game (right panel). We
find no difference in strategy in the CGO game (KS test p-value 0.52). In the CGS game,
we observe a larger mass of men with a cutoff strategy that is greater than the predicted
NE (90). The rest of the distribution looks quite similar across gender. In fact, we fail to
reject the hypothesis that the cutoff distributions are equal in the CGS game (KS p-value
of 0.54). It is important to note that in the CGS game, conditional on observing D in the
first period, we do not observe any gender difference among the second mover responses.
There are about 10 percent of women and men who follow D with an H choice, which is
consistent with theory.
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Figure 5: CDF of cutoff strategy choices in CGO (left) and CGS (right), by gender
Note: xCGO (xCGS) is the predicted cutoff in the CGO (CGS) game.

However, important differences emerge under endogenous timing. The cutoff strategy
choices by men first order stochastically dominate the cutoff strategy choices by women,
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which we depict in the left panel of Figure 6. We reject the null hypothesis which states that
men choose a cutoff strategy that is equal to or smaller than the one chosen by women, with
a p-value of 0.001 for Wilcoxon and 0.006 for KS.16 The cutoff strategy distribution for
women in the CGE game resembles the one observed in CGO game. The cutoff strategy
distribution for men shifts significantly to the right, such that the median value is closer
to the one observed in the CGS game. The mass around the high cutoff strategy choices
(>90) in both CGS and CGE is about 40 percent for men. This is quite different than the
behavior observed in CGO, where the mass is about 20 percent.

The high cutoff values chosen by men translates to a higher frequency of D play as
shown in the right panel of Figure 6. Corroborating our earlier conclusion, the frequency
of D choices across gender shows neither statistical nor economic differences across CGO

and CGS games. We find a difference in D play across gender only in the CGE game.
Specifically, in this environment the results show that men play D at a rate of 20 percentage
points higher than women.
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Figure 6: CDF of cutoff strategies in CGE (left panel) and D play (right panel) by gender
Note: xCGO (xCGS) is the predicted cutoff in the CGO (CGS) game.

Table 4 also shows gender differences using panel (OLS) regressions. The variable
Men is significant only in the CGE treatment. Men increase their cutoff relative to women
by 12 points, which translates to slightly higher profits (about 3 points, at a 10 percent
significance level) and higher frequency of D (18 percentage points).The payoff gain for
men is also small (about 5) if we restrict the sample to the CGE treatment only.

16Using all periods, we also confirm the separation between cutoffs. The p-values are 0.06 for Wilcoxon
and 0.01 for KS.
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Figure 7: CDF of cutoff strategies for women (left) and men (right) across treatments
Note: xCGO (xCGS) is the predicted cutoff in the CGO (CGS) game.

5 Discussion

In this paper, we find evidence of gender differences in strategic behavior under endoge-
nous timing conflict game with strategic complements. Our design builds on the BS04
conflict game, which we present in a Hawk-Dove environment, and varies the timing and
extent of commitment by players to an H or D action. Early commitment to D is risky be-
cause a player can lose 95 percent of the (Pareto) payout if the counterparty plays H. Early
commitment to H can lead to a payoff of either x or x+10, when the counterparty chooses
either H or D, respectively. Note that since x is randomly drawn from a uniform distri-
bution with support [0,100], a player is uncertain of how hawkish the counterparty may
be. The experimental results suggest that men are less risk averse to selecting D relative to
women in the presence of strategic uncertainty. The gender difference is quite remarkable
compared to our two other treatments, CGO and CGS, where strategic uncertainty, which
arises due to lack of knowledge about counterparty type/action and the order of player, is
removed.

The conflict game we study has different applications, as many contest games do.17 For
example, our game can be interpreted as a bank-run model or a conflict featuring sanctions
and/or tariffs, and any other game featuring strategic complementarity. In the bank-run
analogy, agents have the option to withdraw (H) or not (D), and are uncertain about the
liquidity cost (or type of the counterparty, which determines the action). To the best of
our knowledge, Kiss et al. (2014) and Dijk (2017) are the only bank-run experiments to

17For an overview of recent theoretical models of war and conflict as well as the empirical literature using
laboratory and field data, please refer to Kimbrough et al. (2017).
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study gender.18 Kiss et al. do not find significant differences on withdrawing rates across
gender, which is similar to what we find in our sequential game. Dijk reports that women
are more likely to withdraw as fear increases. Our results would then indicate that under
risky commitment, withdrawing rates should be higher for women than for men.

Considering the different conclusions in literature on gender differences in risk atti-
tudes, and the role of social norms, future field or experimental work can complement the
findings documented in this paper.
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Appendix A

Proof of the exogenous sequential game (CGS) equilibrium

If the first mover i plays H, then the second mover will play σ j = H if x j > k− d and
σ j = D otherwise. Similarly, if the first mover plays D, then the second mover will play
σ j = H if µ + x j > k and σ j = D otherwise. Given the best response strategy of the
second mover, the first mover is indifferent between H and D when the payoffs of H and
D are equal, or xi + µF(k− d) = k− d(1−F(k− µ)). Given that F follows a uniform
distribution with support [0,k], we obtain that xi = x̂CGS := k−µ = 90 �

18On the theory side, there is an established tradition of modeling bank runs or attacks using techniques
from global games. See Goldstein and Pauzner (2004, 2005), Morris and Shin (2003, 2004a, 2004b),
Guimaraes and Morris (2007), Rochet and Vives (2004), among others.
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Proof of the endogenous sequential game (CGE) equilibria

We start with the analysis of a pooling equilibrium in which both players select the first
period t = 1 and adopt a threshold strategy x̂. The (ex-ante) expected payoff is then

π
pool
i =

xi +µ ·F(x̂), if xi > x̂;

k−d · (1−F(x̂)), otherwise.
(5)

The cutoff strategy should then follow the solution in BS04, so that x̂ = x̂CG0 as in the
one shot game. A player who deviates and plays t = 2 does not obtain higher ex-ante profit
than π

pool
i in equation (5). Thus, the pooling equilibrium follows the CGO equilibrium as

in BS04.
Next, let us examine if there exists any separating strategy equilibrium. The candi-

date separating equilibrium follows the exogenous sequential game CGS in which the first
mover plays D if xi ≤ x̂CGS := k−µ . Consider the following separating strategy for player
i:

ti(xi) =

1;D, if xi ≤ x̂CGS ,

2,otherwise.
(6)

Suppose that player i’s type is xi > x̂CGS , and that she chooses ti = 2 by following the timing
strategy in (6). Since the probability that player j chooses t j = 2 is 1−F(x̂CGS), the late
simultaneous-move game will be played with probability 1−F(x̂CGS); and the sequential-
move game in which player i is the second mover will be played with probability F(x̂CGS).

In the late simultaneous-move game, both players will update beliefs such that the prior
type space [0,k] is truncated to [x̂CGS ,k]. In this case, the preplay timing choice completely
eliminates the probability that the opponent chooses D, and there exists a unique BNE in
which all types xi ∈ [x̂CGS ,k] play H with probability one.19

If player j plays D early in the first period, then the second-mover player i will play D

unless she is a dominant strategy hawk or xi > k− µ . Hence, player i’s ex-ante expected
payoff from moving late in the second period is

πi(ti = 2) = (1−F(x̂CGS)) · xi +F(x̂CGS) · k, (7)

for xi ≤ k−µ; and

πi(ti = 2) = (1−F(x̂CGS)) · xi +F(x̂CGS) · (xi +µ) = xi +µ ·F(x̂CGS), (8)

for a dominant strategy hawk, (i.e., xi > k− µ). Note that this player is then indifferent
between playing H in the second period and the first period because it yields equal profit.

19See also BS04 for the formal proof.
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Therefore, a dominant strategy hawk player xi > x̂CGS does not obtain higher profit from
deviating to the first period,

πi(ti = 1;H) = (1−F(x̂CGS)) · (xi)+F(x̂CGS) · (xi +µ) = xi +µ ·F(x̂CGS).

Next, suppose that player i’s type is xi ≤ x̂CGS , and that she plays D early by following
the strategy (6), (i.e., ti(ci) = 1;D). Then, the early simultaneous-move game will be
played with probability F(x̂CGS); and the sequential-move game in which player i is the
first mover will be played with probability 1−F(x̂CGS). Hence, player i’s ex-ante expected
payoff from playing D in the first period is

πi(ti = 1;D) = (1−F(x̂CGS))(k−d)+F(x̂CGS) · k (9)

= k− (1−F(x̂CGS))d.

To prove that the separating strategy in (6) is an equilibrium, we need to check if a dovish
player i whose type is xi ≤ x̂CGS has an incentive to deviate to the second period. The
ex-ante expected payoff from deviation to the second period is

πi(ti = 2) = (1−F(x̂CGS)) · (k−d)+F(x̂CGS) · k = k−d(1−F(x̂CGS))

It is straightforward to see that there is no incentive for a dovish player whose type is
xi ≤ x̂CGS to deviate to the second period. Therefore, the separating strategy in (6) is an
equilibrium strategy.

To complete the proof,we show that the following strategy timing is not an equilibrium,

ti(xi) =

1;H, if xi > x̂CGS ,

2,otherwise.
(10)

If both players decide to move early in the first period, it becomes the early simultaneous-
move game in which both play H. If player j chooses the second period, then the second-
mover player j will play H with probability F(x̂CGS)−F(k− d), and play D with proba-
bility F(k−d). Hence, player i’s ex-ante expected payoff from playing H early in the first
period is

πi(ti = 1;H) = (1−F(x̂CGS)) · xi +F(x̂CGS)[xi +µ ·F(k−d)] (11)

= xi +µ ·F(k−d)

(12)
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If that player deviates to the second period, then the expected payoff is

πi(ti = 2) = x+µ ·F(x̂CGS)

which is larger than πi(ti = 1;H) given than F(x̂CGS ≡ k−µ)> F(k−d). Thus, the timing
strategy in (10) cannot be an equilibrium �

Appendix B

Instructions CGE

Welcome! This is a two player game. Each participant is paid COL 10 000 for attending,
and depending on your choices, you will earn more cash.

Please turn off your devices, remain silent and do not look at other participants’ screens.
If you have any questions, or need assistance of any kind, please raise your hand and we
will come to you. If you disrupt the experiment by talking, laughing, etc. you may be
asked to leave without compensation. We expect and appreciate your cooperation today.

The experiment consists of 5 practice rounds and 11 paid rounds. In each round, you
are randomly matched with another participant. You will not know the identity of the other
participant. You will meet with each participant once and only once.
Description of the game

Other participant action A Other participant action B
Your action A X points, NN points X+10, 5 points
Your action B 5 points, NN+10 points 100 points, 100 points

Table 6: Payoffs

In each round, you will get points according to the choices you and your counterparty
made of A or B. The points are computed as follows,

• If both chose A: you get X points and the other participant gets NN points. These
points appear in the northwest cell of Table 6.

• If you chose A and the other participant chose B: you get X + 10 points and the other
participant gets 5 points

• If you chose B and the other participant chose A: you get 5 points and the other
participant gets NN + 10 points

• If both chose B: You and the other participant receive 100 points.
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The random numbers X and NN (yours and the other participant, respectively) are
generated by the software in a interval between 0 and 100. Each number has an equal
probability of being drawn in every round. You have information about X but not about
NN.

The choice between A and B is made before you know the value of X. The way to play
the game is as follows: You pick the lowest number (between 0 and 101) of X for which
you will play A. This choice is made with the help of a slider. Table 7 summarizes the
relationship between the random number X and your choice.

Play A Your choice ≤ X
Play B Your choice > X

Table 7: Your choice between A and B

Recall that your choice of the lowest number for which you will play A is made before
you know X. Once you and the other participant make a choice, then the software creates
a random number for you and another for the other participant. The random number X is
then used to define whether you will play A or B.

The game proceeds in such way that you also choose the period you will play A or
B. There are two periods: morning and night. If one picks morning and the other picks
night, then the player that chose night can change or not the choice after observing what
the morning player did. If both players pick the same period (morning or night) then the
points are computed according to Table 6.

In the case that one picks the morning and the other night, the night player will observe
the decision made by the morning player. The screen will show a Table similar to Table
6 but only depicting the choice made by the morning player. For example, if the morning
player picks A, then the other player will observe only the first column. Now, the choice
between A and B is made by clicking on the A or B options. Similarly, if the morning
player picks B, then the other player will only observe the second column of Table 6 and
picks A and B by clicking on the options. According to these actions, the payoffs are
computed.

You should remember that in every round the random numbers are generated. That is,
it is very likely that the value of X you observe varies every round, but always be between
0 and 100.
Practice rounds

Before we start playing the game in which you will earn cash, you will practice through
five periods so that you become familiar with the interface. The other participant in these
practice rounds is a robot that strategically plays at the same time as you. In the practice
rounds, you will not make a choice about the period you will play A or B. After the practice
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rounds, you will have the option to choose between the two periods as we described above.
The points you earn in the practice rounds are not part of your earnings.
Earnings

At the end of each round, you will see your current points as well as information
regarding your previous choices and points. We will pay you in cash at the end of the
experiment based on the points you earned over the total rounds. Your points will be
converted to cash at the rate announced on the whiteboard, plus an additional COL 10 000
for participating today.
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